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Abstract
Let P be a poset and let P ∗ be the set of all finite length words over P . Gener-
alized subword order is the partial order on P ∗ obtained by letting u ≤ w if and
only if there is a subword u′ of w having the same length as u such that each el-
ement of u is less than or equal to the corresponding element of u′ in the partial
order on P . Classical subword order arises when P is an antichain, while letting
P be a chain gives an order on compositions. For any finite poset P , we give a
simple formula for the Mo¨bius function of P ∗ in terms of the Mo¨bius function
of P . This permits us to rederive in a easy and uniform manner previous results
of Bjo¨rner, Sagan and Vatter, and Tomie. We are also able to determine the
homotopy type of all intervals in P ∗ for any finite P of rank at most 1.
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1. Introduction
Let A (the alphabet) be any set and let A∗ be the Kleene closure of all finite
length words over A, so
A∗ = {w = w(1)w(2) · · ·w(n) : w(i) ∈ A for all i, and n ≥ 0}.
We denote the length or cardinality of w by |w|. A subword of w ∈ A∗ is a word
u = w(i1)w(i2) · · ·w(ik) where i1 < i2 < · · · < ik. (Note that the elements
chosen from w need not be consecutive.) Subword order on A∗ is defined by
letting u ≤ w if and only if u is a subword of w. Bjo¨rner [3] was the first person
to determine the Mo¨bius function of subword order.
Now consider the symmetric group Sn of all permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
If σ = σ(1)σ(2) · · · σ(n) ∈ Sn and π = π(1)π(2) · · ·π(k) ∈ Sk then σ contains
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a copy of π as a pattern if there is a subword σ(i1)σ(i2) · · ·σ(ik) such that
π(r) < π(s) ⇐⇒ σ(ir) < σ(is)
for all 1 ≤ r < s ≤ k. The pattern order on S = ⊎n≥0Sn is obtained by letting
π ≤ σ if and only if σ contains a copy of π. For example, 2143 ≤ 321465 because
of the subwords 3265, 3165 or 2165. Wilf [16] posed the problem of determining
the Mo¨bius function of pattern order. The first result along these lines was
obtained by Sagan and Vatter [10] and this will be discussed in more detail
below. Later work has been done by Steingr´ımsson and Tenner [13] and by
Burstein, Jel´ınek, Jel´ınkova´ and Steingr´ımsson [5]. It remains an open problem
to fully answer Wilf’s question.
When trying to prove results about pattern containment, it is often instruc-
tive to consider the case of layered permutations, which are those of the form
π = a, a− 1, . . . , 1, a+ b, a+ b− 1, . . . , a+ 1, a+ b+ c, a+ b+ c− 1, . . .
for some positive integers a, b, c, . . . . Note that a layered permutation is com-
pletely specified by the composition (a, b, c, . . . ) of layer lengths , and that pat-
tern order on layered permutations is isomorphic to the following order on com-
positions: for compositions a = (a1, a2, . . . , ar) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bs), we say
that a ≤ b if there exists a subsequence (bi1 , bi2 , . . . , bir) of b such that aj ≤ bij
for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Our example 2143 ≤ 321465 above for layered permutations
corresponds to 22 ≤ 312 for compositions.
Sagan and Vatter [10] generalized both subword order and pattern order on
layered permutations as follows. Letting P be any poset, it is natural to let
P ∗ denote the Kleene closure of the alphabet consisting of the elements of P .
Define generalized subword order on P ∗ by letting u ≤ w if and only if there is
a subword w(i1)w(i2) · · ·w(ik) of w of the same length as u such that
u(j) ≤P w(ij) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. (1.1)
Note that if P is an antichain, then generalized subword order on P ∗ is the
same as ordinary subword order since one can only have a ≤P b if a = b. At the
other extreme, if P is the chain P of positive integers, then, as remarked in the
previous paragraph, generalized subword order on the set P∗ of compositions is
isomorphic to pattern order on layered permutations. Sagan and Vatter deter-
mined the Mo¨bius function of P ∗ for any rooted forest P , i.e., each component
of the Hasse diagram of P is a tree with a unique minimal element. Note that
this covers both the antichain and chain cases. They also considered the small-
est P which is not a rooted forest, namely the poset Λ given in Figure 1.1, and
conjectured that the Mo¨bius values for certain intervals in Λ∗ were given by co-
efficients of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. This conjecture was later
proved and the result generalized by Tomie [15] using ad hoc methods. Earlier
appearances of generalized subword order in the context of well-quasi-orderings
are surveyed in [9].
Our main result is a simple formula for the Mo¨bius function of P ∗ for any
finite poset P , as given in Theorem 1.1. To state the theorem, we need to
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Figure 1.1: The poset Λ
introduce some key notation and terminology. We let P0 denote the poset P
with a bottom element 0 adjoined, and let ≤0 and µ0 denote the order relation
and Mo¨bius function of P0, respectively. An expansion of u ∈ P ∗ is η ∈ (P0)∗
such that the restriction of η to its nonzero elements is u. For example, 0110302
is an expansion of u = 1132. An embedding of u in w is an expansion η of u
having length |w| such that η(j) ≤0 w(j) for all j. Continuing our example and
using the poset in Figure 1.1, we see that the given expansion can be considered
as an embedding of u in w = 2132333. It should be clear from the definitions
that there is an embedding of u in w if and only if u ≤ w in P ∗. Since the
Mo¨bius function of P ∗ is our principal object of interest, we abbreviate µP∗ by
µ. With these fundamentals in place, we can now state our main result.
Theorem 1.1. Let P be a poset such that P0 is locally finite. Let u and w be
elements of P ∗ with u ≤ w. Then
µ(u,w) =
∑
η
∏
1≤j≤|w|
{
µ0(η(j), w(j)) + 1 if η(j) = 0 and w(j − 1) = w(j),
µ0(η(j), w(j)) otherwise,
where the sum is over all embeddings η of u in w.
If j = 1, the condition that w(j−1) = w(j) is considered false since w(j−1)
does not exist. The power of Theorem 1.1 is that it allows us to determine the
Mo¨bius function in P ∗ just by knowing the Mo¨bius function in P0; typically, P
∗
is a much more complicated poset than P0, as in Example 1.2 below. We also
note that it is natural that a formula for µ involve µ0, since if w consists of one
letter, then µ(u,w) = µ0(u,w) when u ≤ w.
Example 1.2. Let P = Λ as shown in Figure 1.1, and consider µ(11, 333).
Applying Theorem 1.1, we see that the embedding η = 110 contributes
(−1)(−1)(1 + 1) = 2 to the sum. Similarly, 101 and 011 contribute 2 and 1,
respectively. Thus µ(11, 333) = 5, which is not at all obvious from Figure 1.2. It
is easy to generate intervals whose Hasse diagrams are too large and complicated
to be shown clearly here, but whose Mo¨bius functions are easy to calculate using
Theorem 1.1. One extreme example is that the Hasse diagram of the interval
[∅, 33333] in Λ∗ has 1904 edges; since the only embedding of the empty word ∅
in 33333 is 00000, Theorem 1.1 gives µ(∅, 33333) = (1)(1 + 1)4 = 16.
We prove Theorem 1.1 by using Babson and Hersh’s method [1] for applying
Forman’s discrete version of Morse theory [6, 7, 8] to order complexes of posets.
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133 233 313 323 331 332
33 113 123 131 132 213 231 311 312 321
13 31 111 112 121 211
11
Figure 1.2: The interval [11, 333] of P ∗ in the case where P is as shown in Figure 1.1
In the next section, we introduce the necessary machinery from [1] and the
corresponding setup for P ∗. Section 3 contains the full proof of Theorem 1.1.
By specializing our result, one can easily derive all the formulas for Mo¨bius
functions cited above, which we do in Section 4. Specifically, we derive the
following results.
1. Bjo¨rner’s formula for the Mo¨bius function of subword order.
2. Sagan and Vatter’s result for the Mo¨bius function of P ∗ in the case that
P is a rooted forest.
3. Their related result for the order on compositions described above, which
corresponds to the case when P = P, the positive integers.
4. Tomie’s result for the Mo¨bius function of Λ∗. The connection to Cheby-
shev polynomials Tn(x) of the first kind is that µ(1
i, 3j) is the coefficient
of xj−i in Ti+j(x), for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j.
5. Tomie’s more general result, which corresponds to letting P consist of an
s-element antichain with a top element added.
We can also compute the homotopy type of P ∗ whenever the rank of P ,
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denoted rk(P ), is at most 1; we show that any interval [u,w] in P ∗ is homotopic
to a wedge of |µ(u,w)| spheres, all of dimension rk(w)−rk(u)−2. As a corollary,
we get the corresponding result of Bjo¨rner [3] in the antichain case. The final
section contains some concluding remarks about related work.
2. Generalized subword order and critical chains
Here we will only give the minimum amount of detail from the work of
Babson and Hersh for the reader to understand our proof of Theorem 1.1. In
particular, we will only talk about the combinatorial application of discrete
Morse theory to posets. Those wishing to find out more about discrete Morse
theory itself should consult Forman’s excellent primer on the subject [8].
2.1. Discrete Morse theory for posets
Let P be a locally finite poset, meaning all intervals in P are finite. If
x, y ∈ P , then we write y −→ x if y covers x in that y > x and there is no z
with y > z > x. Given an interval [x, z] in P , we consider all (containment)
maximal chains C in the interval, so that C must have the form
C : z = y0 −→ y1 −→ y2 −→ · · · −→ yn = x. (2.1)
We wish to totally order the maximal chains in [x, z] in a way that permits
computation of the Mo¨bius function as in Theorem 2.1 below. We say that two
maximal chains C and
C′ : z = y′0 −→ y
′
1 −→ y
′
2 −→ · · · −→ y
′
n = x
agree to index k if
y0 = y
′
0, y1 = y
′
1, . . . , yk = y
′
k.
These two chains diverge from index k or diverge from the element yk if they
agree to index k but not to index k + 1. Considering the poset in Figure 1.2,
we see that
C : 333 −→ 133 −→ 131 −→ 111 −→ 11 (2.2)
and
C′ : 333 −→ 133 −→ 33 −→ 31 −→ 11 (2.3)
agree to indices 0 and 1 but not to index 2, so they diverge from index 1.
An ordering of the maximal chains of [x, z]
C1 < C2 < C3 < · · · (2.4)
is called a poset lexicographic order (PLO) if it satisfies the following property.
Suppose that C,D diverge from index k and that C,C′ agree to index k + 1 as
do D,D′. In this situation we insist that C < D if and only if C′ < D′. This
notion of chain ordering includes many of the standard ones such as EL-ordering
and CL-ordering. From now on, we assume that the maximal chains have been
given a PLO.
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The other ingredient in Theorem 2.1 is the notion of a critical chain. To
define this, we need to look at certain intervals in a maximal chain. Let C have
the form (2.1). A closed interval in C is a subchain of the form
C[yi, yj] : yi −→ yi+1 −→ · · · −→ yj .
Open intervals C(yi, yj) are defined similarly. Note that in this notation C[yi, yj ]
implies yi ≥ yj , while for an interval in a poset [yi, yj ] we have yi ≤ yj. A skipped
interval (SI) in C is an interval I ⊆ C(z, x) such that C−I ⊆ B for some B < C
in the order (2.4). A minimal skipped interval (MSI) is an SI which is minimal
with respect to containment. For example, consider the poset in Figure 1.2
again and the chain
D : 333 −→ 332 −→ 33 −→ 31 −→ 11. (2.5)
Using the PLO defined below, it will turn out that the chains C in (2.2) and
C′ in (2.3) satisfy C,C′ < D. It follows that D[332, 31] = {332, 33, 31} and
D[332, 332] = {332} are both SIs of D. The former is not an MSI since it
strictly contains the latter. The latter must be an MSI since it contains only
one element.
Let I(C) be the set of MSIs of a maximal chain C in an interval [x, z]. In
order to define the critical chains, we need to turn I(C) into a set of disjoint
intervals. To this end, order the intervals in I(C) as I1, I2, . . . so that their left
endpoints have increasing indices along C. Note that there are never any ties
because there are no containments among MSIs. Form a new set of intervals
J (C), as follows. Let J1 = I1. Now consider I ′2 = I2 − J1, I
′
3 = I3 − J1, and
so forth. Throw out any of these intervals which are not containment minimal,
and let J2 be the one of smallest index which is left. Continue in this manner
until there are no more intervals to consider. Call C critical if it is covered by
J (C) in the sense that
C(z, x) =
⊎
i
Ji.
In this case, the critical dimension of C is
d(C) = |J (C)| − 1.
Continuing with our example, it turns out that the chain D in (2.5) is critical
since every 1-element interval in D(333, 11) is an MSI. So I(D) = J (D) and
d(D) = 3− 1 = 2. We now have everything in place to compute µ.
Theorem 2.1 ([1]). Let P be a poset and x, y ∈ P such that [x, y] is finite. For
any PLO on the maximal chains of [x, y],
µ(x, y) =
∑
C
(−1)d(C),
where the sum is over all critical chains C.
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2.2. Discrete Morse theory for generalized subword order
We will now develop the ideas needed to apply Theorem 2.1 to generalized
subword order. We will assume henceforth that P0 is locally finite so that the
Mo¨bius function can be computed for any interval of P0. In order to distinguish
concepts in P0 from the same concept in P
∗, we will adjoin a subscript zero to
the former. So, for example, µ0 is the Mo¨bius function for P0 while µ is the
Mo¨bius function for P ∗.
In order to use Theorem 2.1 to prove Theorem 1.1, we henceforth assume
that P comes equipped with a natural labeling, that is, an injection ℓ : P → P
such that if a < b in P then ℓ(a) < ℓ(b). We will also let ℓ(0) = 0. (If P is
not countable, then we are free to use another totally ordered set in place of P.)
When writing out examples, we will often use x and ℓ(x) interchangeably. But
in definitions, results, and proofs we will be careful to distinguish a ≤0 b which
refers to the partial order in P0, and ℓ(a) ≤ ℓ(b) which refers to the total order
on P.
We need to define PLOs for both P0 and P
∗. We give P0 a PLO as follows:
letting −→0 denote the covering relation in P0, label the covering relation y −→0
x by ℓ(x), and label a maximal chain C0 in P0 by the sequence L(C0) of edge
labels from top to bottom. Clearly, ordering the maximal chains of P0 by
lexicographic order of these label sequences gives a PLO.
We now describe how to extend this idea to give a PLO for P ∗. Among
all embeddings of u in w there is always a rightmost choice ρ which has the
property that for any embedding η of u in w and any element a of u, if η(i)
and ρ(j) correspond to a then i ≤ j. (Here we are considering different copies
of the same element of P in u as distinguishable.) For example, using the
poset in Figure 1.1 as P , the rightmost embedding if 1132 in 2132333 would be
ρ = 0010132; note that 0001132 is not an embedding in w since 1 6≤0 2 in P0.
When η is an embedding of u in w and η(j) = 0, we say that the jth position
of w has been zeroed out ; in our example, the first, second and fourth positions
of w get zeroed out to give ρ.
We wish to associate a unique embedding with each cover w −→ u. Note
that an embedding of such a u in w can be obtained by replacing some element
b of w by an element a covered by b in P0. If a 6= 0, then |u| = |w| and this
embedding is unique. If a = 0, then |u| = |w| − 1 and there may be several
embeddings. Among these, we will always choose the rightmost. Now given an
interval [u,w] and a maximal chain
C : w = v0 −→ v1 −→ · · · −→ vn = u, (2.6)
each cover vi−1 −→ vi defines an embedding of vi in vi−1 and thus, inductively,
an embedding ηi of vi in w. We label the cover with the label ℓi = 〈ji, xi〉 where
ji is the index where ηi−1 and ηi differ and xi = ηi(ji). The label sequence of
the chain is
L(C) = (ℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓn)
and we also write
C : η0
ℓ1−→ η1
ℓ2−→ · · ·
ℓn−→ ηn.
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To illustrate, here are the label sequences for the chains in (2.2), (2.3), and (2.5):
C : 333
〈1,1〉
−→ 133
〈3,1〉
−→ 131
〈2,1〉
−→ 111
〈1,0〉
−→ 011,
C′ : 333
〈1,1〉
−→ 133
〈1,0〉
−→ 033
〈3,1〉
−→ 031
〈2,1〉
−→ 011,
D : 333
〈3,2〉
−→ 332
〈3,0〉
−→ 330
〈2,1〉
−→ 310
〈1,1〉
−→ 110.
We can now define the desired order. First of all, lexicographically order the
labels by letting 〈j, x〉 ≤lex 〈k, y〉 if either j < k, or j = k and ℓ(x) < ℓ(y) where
ℓ is our natural labeling of P0. This induces a lexicographic ordering on label
sequences. So we let C < D if and only if L(C) ≤lex L(D). It should now be
clear in our running example that C,C′ < D as claimed above, and also that
C′ < C. The following proposition is easily deduced from the definitions, and
its proof is left the the reader.
Proposition 2.2. Let P be a naturally labeled poset such that P0 is locally
finite. Then the order defined on chains of P ∗ is a PLO.
3. Proof of the main result
Our goal for this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. Although we will use clas-
sical Mo¨bius function techniques towards the end of the proof, the majority of
the proof will involve discrete Morse theory. Therefore, we wish to work towards
classifying the MSIs and the critical chains. We will first prove that certain 1-
element sets are MSIs and eliminate most of the chains of [u,w] as candidates
for critical chains. This will allow us to restrict our attention to maximal chains
C[w, u] where the only change from w to u is that a single position of w is being
reduced. For a restricted class of chains, we will need to determine the Mo¨bius
function using classical techniques, before putting everything together at the
end of the section to prove Theorem 1.1. There are some parallels between the
start of this section and [10, §5], particularly in our Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4,
although overall our case is significantly more involved.
3.1. Critical chains must have lexicographically decreasing labels
Our goal for this subsection is to prove Corollary 3.6, which gives the result
stated in the subsection title. Along the way, we will prove some results that
will be useful both here and later.
It will be useful to permute the labels of a chain’s label sequence in order
to produce earlier chains and resulting MSIs. Because of our convention of
always using the rightmost embedding, such a permutation may not result in
a label sequence for another chain. But something can still be said in this
situation. First of all, we need to look more carefully at the notion of a rightmost
embedding. If w = w(1)w(2) · · ·w(n) ∈ P ∗ and a ∈ P then a run of a’s in w is
a maximal interval of indices [i, k] = {i, i+ 1, . . . , k} such that
w(i) = w(i + 1) = · · · = w(k) = a.
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For example, if w = aaabaaccc then [1, 3] is a run of a’s, [4, 4] is a run of b’s,
[5, 6] is another run of a’s, and [7, 9] is a run of c’s. Now suppose w −→ u. If
|u| = |w| then, as mentioned previously, there is a unique embedding of u in w.
But if |u| = |w| − 1 then u must be obtained from w by removing a minimal
element, say a, of P . In order to obtain the rightmost embedding, one must
choose a to be the element of smallest index in its run. Taking u = aaabaccc in
our example, we see that this cover would be labeled as
aaabaaccc
〈5,0〉
−→ aaab0accc.
Now let C be a maximal chain in [u,w] with label sequence L = L(C). A
permutation L′ of the labels of L will be called consistent if, for every index i,
the labels of the form 〈i, x〉 occur in the same order in L′ that they do in L. To
illustrate, suppose we consider the following chain in the poset of Figure 1.2:
C : 333
〈2,1〉
−→ 313
〈2,0〉
−→ 303
〈1,1〉
−→ 103
〈3,1〉
−→ 101.
In this case,
L′ = (〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 1〉, 〈3, 1〉, 〈2, 0〉)
would be consistent with L, but
L′′ = (〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 0〉, 〈3, 1〉, 〈2, 1〉)
would not. If L′ is consistent with L, then L′ defines a sequence of embeddings
in w ending at the same embedding of u as with L, although some of the
embeddings in the sequence may not be rightmost. These embeddings define a
maximal chain C′ (by ignoring the zeros) which is called the chain specified by
L′. Continuing our example, we can use L′ to generate a sequence
333
〈1,1〉
−→ 133
〈2,1〉
−→ 113
〈3,1〉
−→ 111
〈2,0〉
−→ 101
and so the chain specified by L′ is
C′ : 333 −→ 133 −→ 113 −→ 111 −→ 11
with
L(C′) = (〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 1〉, 〈3, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉).
Although we may not have L(C′) = L′, at the first place where the label se-
quences differ it must be because a position is zeroed out, and that position is
further left for L(C′) than for L′. So we have proved the following result.
Lemma 3.1 (Chain Specification Lemma). Let C be a maximal chain in [u,w]
and let L′ be a consistent permutation of L(C). If C′ is the chain specified by
L′, then L(C′) ≤lex L′, and C′ ends at u.
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To describe the MSIs in generalized subword order, we will need some defi-
nitions. Let
C : w = v0 −→ v1 −→ · · · −→ vn = u,
or, in our alternative notation,
C : η0
〈i1,x1〉
−→ η1
〈i2,x2〉
−→ · · ·
〈in,xn〉
−→ ηn
be a maximal chain in [u,w]. For 1 ≤ j < n, we see that vj comes between
the labels 〈ij , xj〉 and 〈ij+1, xj+1〉 along C, and we will say that vj has the
labels 〈ij , xj〉 and 〈ij+1, xj+1〉. With this in mind, we will say that vj is a
1-descent if ij > ij+1. This terminology is meant to remind the reader that
it is the first element of a label pair which is being reduced. If ij < ij+1
we will say vj is an ascent. A chain C is said to be weakly 1-increasing if
L(C) = (〈i1, x1〉, 〈i2, x2〉, . . . , 〈in, xn〉) satisfies i1 ≤ i2 ≤ · · · ≤ in.
Using Lemma 3.1, we will prove the following simple but useful statement.
Lemma 3.2 (Descent Lemma). A 1-descent is an MSI of one element.
Example 3.3. In the chain
322
〈2,0〉
−→ 302
〈1,2〉
−→ 202,
we have that {32} is a 1-descent. It is also the case that {32} is an MSI because
of the lexicographically earlier chain
322
〈1,2〉
−→ 222
〈1,0〉
−→ 022.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Suppose C is a maximal chain in [u,w] which includes
v+ −→ v −→ v−, and that v is a 1-descent with labels 〈i, x〉 and 〈j, y〉, so i > j.
Let L′ be the label sequence (〈j, y〉, 〈i, x〉) which is consistent with L(C[v+, v−]).
Form a new chain C′ from C by replacing the interval C[v+, v−] by the chain
specified by L′. By definition of C′ we have C−{v} ⊆ C′. Also, by Lemma 3.1,
L(C′[v+, v−]) ≤lex L
′ <lex L(C[v
+, v−]),
and so C′ lexicographically precedes C. Thus {v} is an SI, which must be an
MSI since it has just one element.
We can now eliminate a large class of chains from consideration as critical
chains.
Lemma 3.4 (Ascent Lemma). If an interval I of a maximal chain C contains
an ascent, then I is not an MSI.
Example 3.5. In the proof that follows, it may help the reader to consider the
example with P = Λ, w = 233, u = 2 and
C : 233
〈2,1〉
−→ 213
〈2,0〉
−→ 203
〈3,1〉
−→ 201
〈3,0〉
−→ 200.
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The element 23 is an ascent and I can be considered to be C(233, 2). Assuming
I is an MSI, our proof will eventually show that C(23, 2) is an MSI, yielding a
contradiction. Relevant to the first part of the proof is a weakly 1-increasing
chain that ends at the rightmost embedding, which in this case is
233
〈1,0〉
−→ 033
〈2,1〉
−→ 013
〈2,0〉
−→ 003
〈3,2〉
−→ 002.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Suppose C is a maximal chain from w to u and an interval
I of C contains an ascent but is an MSI. Our eventual goal is to obtain a contra-
diction by showing that I strictly contains an SI. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that I = C(w, u). By Lemma 3.2, I does not contain a 1-descent,
and so C is weakly 1-increasing. Let η be the embedding of u in w determined
by C, and let ρ be the rightmost embedding. Since we wish to first show that
η 6= ρ, suppose, towards a contradiction, that η = ρ and so C ends at ρ. Since
C has an ascent, C decreases letters in at least 2 positions. Combined with the
fact that C is weakly 1-increasing, we see that C decreases each such position
using the lexicographically first chain in P0 between the starting and ending
element of that position, since otherwise I would not be a minimal SI. However,
the weakly 1-increasing chain to ρ which uses the lexicographically first chain
of P0 in each position is the lexicographically first chain in [u,w], contradicting
the fact that C(w, u) is an MSI. We conclude that η is not rightmost.
For an embedding ζ of u in w and all indices j with 1 ≤ j ≤ |w|, define
zeroζ(j) to be the number of indices i with i ≤ j such that ζ(i) = 0. Because
ρ is rightmost, we have zeroρ(j) ≥ zeroη(j) for all j and we have equality when
j = |w|. Since ρ 6= η, there must be some first index a where zeroρ(a) > zeroη(a).
Since we have equality when j = |w|, there must be a first index c > a such that
zeroρ(c) = zeroη(c). Note that by the choice of a and c, we must have ρ(a) = 0,
η(a) 6= 0, ρ(c) 6= 0 and η(c) = 0. Letting ρ(c) = x and η(a) = y, we have the
situation in the following diagram, with b to be explained next:
w : · · · w(a) · · · w(b) · · · w(c) · · ·
ρ : · · · 0 · · · · · · x · · ·
η : · · · y · · · x 0 · · · 0 0 · · ·
.
Since ρ and η are embeddings of the same word u and by the choice of a and c,
there must be an index b with a ≤ b < c such that η(b) = ρ(c) = x and η(j) = 0
for b < j ≤ c. In other words, x represents a given letter of u in two different
positions in η and ρ. Note that w(b), w(c) ≥0 x since ρ and η are embeddings.
We next show that in going from w to u along C, the conditions on C imply
that only those letters of w in positions i with b < i ≤ c are decreased. To do
this, define p, q ∈ C to be the elements such that C[q, p] contains all the labels of
the form 〈i, ∗〉 for b < i ≤ c. Note that since C is weakly 1-increasing, we must
have ζ(b) = x and ζ(c) = w(c) ≥0 x, where ζ is the embedding corresponding to
q on C. Define a sequence of labels L′ by first zeroing out position b in ζ, then
zeroing out positions i for b < i < c from left to right but otherwise in any way,
and finally decreasing ζ(c) to x. Form a new chain C′ by replacing the interval
C[q, p] of C by the chain specified by L′. By Lemma 3.1 and the construction
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of L′, we have L(C′[q, p]) ≤lex L′ <lex L(C[q, p]) since L′ zeroes out position b
but L(C[q, p]) does not change position b. Thus C′ lexicographically precedes
C. Hence C(q, p) is an SI of C, and since C(w, u) is an MSI, this forces q = w
and p = u. Also, w(b) = q(b) = x.
To obtain a contradiction to our original assumption that I = C(w, u) is an
MSI, we finish by showing that C strictly contains an SI. Since C(w, u) = C(q, p)
we have reduced to the case where C reduces neither positions i ≤ b nor positions
i > c. Since C has an ascent, there must be a position i with b < i < c which
C reduces. By definition of b, C must zero out all such positions as well as
position c. Since C is weakly 1-increasing, it must pass through the word
w′ = (w(1), . . . , w(b − 1), x, w(c), w(c + 1), . . . , w(|w|)).
Because there are positions i for b < i < c to be zeroed out, w′ 6= w. Note that
u is obtained from w′ on C by decreasing w(c) to 0. Define a label sequence L′
by first zeroing out position b (containing the letter x) in w′ and then decreasing
w(c) to x. Form a new chain C′ by replacing the interval C[w′, u] by the chain
specified by L′. By Lemma 3.1 and the construction of L′, L(C′[w′, u]) ≤lex
L′ <lex L(C[w
′, u]). Thus C′ lexicographically precedes C, and C(w′, u) is an
SI in C. This yields the desired contradiction since w′ < w and C(w, u) is an
MSI.
Corollary 3.6. The labels on any critical chain must be lexicographically de-
creasing.
Proof. A critical chain must be covered by MSIs and so, by Lemma 3.4, cannot
contain an ascent. Therefore, if v+ −→ v −→ v− appears on a critical chain C
and v has labels 〈i, x〉 and 〈j, y〉, we know i ≥ j. If i > j, we have 〈i, x〉 >lex
〈j, y〉. If i = j, since v −→ v−, we must have x −→0 y and hence ℓ(x) >
ℓ(y), where ℓ is our natural labeling of P0. Again, we get 〈i, x〉 >lex 〈j, y〉, as
required.
3.2. Classification of the most important MSIs
As a consequence of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.6, we can restrict our atten-
tion to MSIs of a very special form. Consider a potentially critical chain C from
w to an embedding η, and let k denote the largest index such that w(k) 6= η(k).
Since the labels must be lexicographically decreasing, C must start by reducing
w(k) to η(k). Then C must reduce w(j) to η(j) where j < k is as large as
possible with w(j) 6= η(j), and so on from right to left. A key observation is
that, by Lemma 3.2, in moving from decreasing letters in position k to decreas-
ing letters in position j to the left of position k, we will create a 1-descent in
the label sequence and hence a single-element MSI. Thus the only MSIs left to
determine on potentially critical chains are those of the form C(w, u), where the
only change from w to u is that a single position has been reduced, including
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the mathematically trickier possibility of it being zeroed out. The proposition
below classifies these MSIs.
To state the proposition, we will need two natural ideas. For the first,
suppose C is a maximal chain in [u,w] and that the only difference between
w and an embedding η of u is that the jth position has been decreased. Then
there is an obvious bijection from the maximal chains of the interval [u,w] in P ∗
that end at η to the maximal chains of the interval [η(j), w(j)] in P0, namely the
isomorphism that sends each embedding ζ to ζ(j). Throughout, let C0 denote
the image of C under this bijection.
The second idea needed to state the proposition is given by the following
lemma where, similar to our earlier convention, the condition w(j − 1) ≤0 w(j)
is considered false when j = 1 since w(0) does not exist.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose η is an embedding of u in w and that w and η differ only
in their jth position. Then η is not the rightmost embedding of u in w if and
only if η(j) = 0 and w(j − 1) ≤0 w(j).
Proof. Suppose η is not the rightmost embedding ρ of u. Then η(j) = 0 since
otherwise there is only one embedding of u. Since η has exactly one 0, the fact
that ρ is further right than η implies that ρ(j) 6= 0 and ρ(i) = 0 for some i < j.
It follows that w(j) ≥0 ρ(j) = η(j − 1) = w(j − 1).
For the converse, suppose η(j) = 0 and w(j − 1) ≤0 w(j). To show that
η is not rightmost, define η′ as the result of swapping η(j − 1) and η(j), i.e.,
η′(j − 1) = η(j) = 0 and η′(j) = η(j − 1) and η′(i) = η(i) for i 6= j, j − 1. To
show that η′ is an embedding of u in w, we need only show that η′(j) ≤0 w(j),
which follows from η′(j) = η(j− 1) ≤0 w(j− 1) ≤0 w(j). So η′ is an embedding
further to the right than η.
For a maximal chain C in an interval [x, y] of a poset, define an SI to be
proper if it is strictly contained in C(y, x). Also, if η is the embedding of u in
w determined by a chain C we will sometimes write C(w, η) for C(w, u).
Proposition 3.8. Suppose an embedding η differs from w only in its jth posi-
tion. If C is a maximal chain from w to η, then C(w, η) is an MSI if and only
if either
(a) η is rightmost and C0(w(j), η(j)) is an MSI of C0 in P0, or
(b) η is not rightmost and C0(w(j), η(j)) contains neither an element x ≥0
w(j − 1) nor a proper SI of C0.
This proposition tells us that if η is rightmost, for which we have an easy
test by Lemma 3.7, then MSIs of the form C(w, η) are in perfect correspondence
with those of the form C0(w(j), η(j)) in P0. If η is not rightmost, then things
are more complicated. It may be easier to digest Condition (b) if we can divide
it into two cases: C0(w(j), η(j)) does not contain a proper SI if and only if
either it is an MSI itself, or it is not an MSI itself and it contains no MSIs. In
the latter case, C0 must be the lexicographically first chain in P0 from w(j) to
η(j). So we can restate (b) as
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Figure 3.1: The poset P of Example 3.9
(b′) η is not rightmost and C0(w(j), η(j)) does not contain an element x ≥0
w(j − 1) and is either an MSI or is lexicographically first.
Example 3.9. Consider the poset P of Figure 3.1. Of course, P0 can be
obtained from P by adding 0 as a bottom element. To gain some intuition
for Proposition 3.8, look at the interval in P ∗ displayed in Figure 3.2. Let
us first consider the rightmost (and only) embedding η = 21 of u = 21 in
w = 29. The single-element MSI {26} of 29 −→ 26 −→ 21 in P ∗ corresponds
exactly to the single-element MSI {6} of 9 −→0 6 −→0 1 in P0, consistent with
Condition (a). As a more complicated example, let us use the proposition to
determine those maximal chains C for which the entire open interval C(29, 20)
is a single MSI. This embedding 20 is not rightmost, as can be seen directly
or checked by Lemma 3.7. By Condition (b), any maximal chains C from 29
to 20 through 26 or 27 will not contain an MSI of cardinality 2 since C0(9, 0)
will contain an element x = 6 or 7, and hence an element x ≥0 2. When
C = 29 −→ 28 −→ 24 −→ 20, we see that C0(9, 0) contains a proper SI, namely
{4}, so C(29, 20) again violates Condition (b). The remaining two maximal
chains of [2, 29] which end at 20 satisfy Condition (b); they are 29 −→ 25 −→
21 −→ 20 and 29 −→ 28 −→ 23 −→ 20, and yield the two-element MSIs
{25, 21} and {28, 23} respectively. In the context of Condition (b′), we note
that 9 −→0 5 −→0 1 −→0 0 is the lexicographically first maximal chain in
P0 and corresponds to the first of our 2-element MSIs. Regarding the second
two-element MSI, 9 −→0 8 −→0 3 −→0 0 is a chain in P0 with no proper
MSI and so corresponds to the other case in that clause of (b′). It is worth
noting that there are 2 other critical chains in [2, 29] but they each contain two
single-element MSIs. These 2 additional critical chains are
29 −→ 26 −→ 21 −→ 20,
29 −→ 27 −→ 22 −→ 02.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Let u ∈ P ∗ be the word corresponding to the embed-
ding η. Note that C(w, η) is an MSI if and only if C is not the lexicographi-
cally first chain in [u,w] and C has no proper skipped intervals; the analogous
statement holds for C0(w(j), η(j)). We will first prove both directions of the
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Figure 3.2: The interval [2, 29] with P from Figure 3.1
proposition for the case when η is rightmost, and then prove both directions for
the case when η is not rightmost.
Assume first that η is rightmost because η(j) 6= 0. Then η is the only
embedding of u in w, and so there is an isomorphism from [u,w] in P ∗ to
[η(j), w(j)] in P0 which sends v ∈ [u,w] to ζ(j), where ζ is the embedding
corresponding to v. Since this isomorphism preserves the lexicographic ordering
of maximal chains, the result follows in this subcase.
Now suppose η is rightmost and η(j) = 0. Since we are still in the case that
η is rightmost, we must have w(j − 1) 6≤0 w(j) by Lemma 3.7. By definition,
C leaves the elements w(1), . . . , w(j − 1) of w fixed. We claim that any chain
B <lex C from w to u must also leave these elements fixed. Indeed, suppose B
decreases w to the embedding η′ of u in w and, along the way, B decreases w(k)
with k < j. Since B and C both end at u, the first j − 1 nonzero elements of
η′ must be the letters w(1), . . . , w(j − 1) in that order. So if k is the leftmost
position modified by B, we see that B must decrease w(k) to 0. Moreover, since
u has just one less letter than w, B decreases exactly one letter to 0. As a
result, we deduce that the (j − 1)st nonzero elements of η and η′ are w(j − 1)
and η′(j) respectively. Thus w(j− 1) = η′(j) ≤0 w(j), which is a contradiction.
We have determined that B fixes w(1), . . . , w(j − 1). Since B <lex C, just
after B and C diverge, the letters in the jth place, b in B and c in C, must
satisfy ℓ(b) < ℓ(c). Thus there is a chain B0 lexicographically earlier than C0 in
P0. The converse is also true: the existence of such a B0 implies the existence
of B with B <lex C. By the observation in the first paragraph, we finish this
subcase by showing that C has a proper skipped interval if and only if C0 does.
The reverse implication is clear. So suppose C has a proper skipped interval
I where I = C(w′, u′) and η′′ is the corresponding embedding of u′ in w. If
η′′(j) 6= 0, then I corresponds to an SI in P0 by the idea in the second paragraph.
If η′′(j) = 0 then this forces u′ = u. Thus, since I is proper, I does not contain
the element v of C covered by w. Therefore, the chain B of [u,w] with B <lex C
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that causes I to be an SI satisfies (C−I) ⊆ B with v ∈ B. Now we can construct
a proper SI of C0 by considering the following chain of [0, w(j)] in P0: start at
w(j), follow the jth letter along B through v(j) and all the way to b (where b
plays the same role as it did at the start of this paragraph), and then continue
along any maximal chain from b to 0 in P0. Since the resulting chain and C0
both contain v(j), and since ℓ(b) < ℓ(c), we have that C0 contains a proper SI.
We conclude that when η is rightmost, C(w, η) is an MSI in P ∗ if and only if
C0(w(j), η(j)) is an MSI of C0 in P0.
For the remainder of the proof, assume η is not rightmost so, by Lemma 3.7,
η(j) = 0 and w(j− 1) ≤0 w(j). To go in the forward direction, suppose C(w, η)
is an MSI. Thus C0 cannot contain a proper SI since this would create an SI in C
that was smaller than C(w, η). If an element x with w(j−1) ≤0 x <0 w(j) as in
the statement of the proposition exists, then we can use it to create a smaller SI
in C as follows. Construct a chain B by first following C down to the embedding
η′ which has x as its jth letter. Then, in the terminology of Lemma 3.1, let B
follow the chain specified by the label sequence obtained in the following way:
reduce η′(j − 1) to 0 and then reduce η′(j) = x to w(j − 1). By construction,
B <lex C and so creates an SI of C. Furthermore, since x <0 w(j), this SI is
proper which contradicts our assumption. We conclude that if C(w, η) is an
MSI, then (b) is satisfied when η is not rightmost.
For the reverse implication, suppose that (b) holds. Since η(j) = 0 and
w(j − 1) ≤0 w(j), we can create a chain B <lex C intersecting C only at w and
u in a manner similar to that in the previous paragraph: let B be the chain
specified by the label sequence obtained by first decreasing w(j − 1) to 0 and
then decreasing w(j) to w(j − 1). Thus C(w, η) is an SI. To show that C(w, η)
is an MSI, assume to the contrary that C contains a proper skipped interval
I. Let B be the chain that causes I to be an MSI, meaning B <lex C with
C − I ⊆ B. If B diverges from C by decreasing an element in the jth position,
then we can use B to create a proper SI of C0 as in the fourth paragraph of this
proof. So consider what happens if B diverges from C by decreasing an element
in the kth position with k < j. This is the situation of the third paragraph,
where we deduced that once B arrives at the embedding η′ corresponding to the
word u, it has reduced w(j) to η′(j) = w(j − 1). But now consider the element
x in the jth position of the word v from which B and C diverge. We must have
that x <0 w(j) since otherwise I would not be proper: once B and C diverge,
they do not meet again until they have both decreased exactly one letter to 0,
which first happens when they arrive at u. Thus x ∈ C0(w(j), η(j)). Since v is
on B, and B reduces w(j) ultimately to w(j−1), we have x = v(j) ≥0 w(j−1),
a final contradiction.
As we discussed, the only MSIs on potentially critical chains left to determine
were those of Proposition 3.8. Therefore, we might hope that we would now
be ready to classify all critical chains in [u,w] and hence prove Theorem 1.1.
However, this is not the case, which is one of the subtler issues of our proof. As
we will see, Proposition 3.8 will be crucial to classifying the critical chains, but
we will first take care of a very special but tricky case.
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3.3. A class of intervals requiring special treatment
For any u,w ∈ P ∗, any critical chain from w down to u ends at a unique
embedding η. With Theorem 2.1 in mind, let us write µemb(η, w) for the con-
tribution to µ(u,w) from the critical chains that end at η. Theorem 2.1 tells us
that
µ(u,w) =
∑
η
µemb(η, w), (3.1)
where the sum is over all embeddings η of u in w. Therefore, to prove Theo-
rem 1.1, we need to determine µemb(η, w).
As we will show in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the case we must consider
separately involves two-letter words and is as follows: for a, b ∈ P0 with a ≤0 b,
let w = ab and η = a0. We treat this case separately because it is the one
where, along with discrete Morse theory, we will use classical Mo¨bius function
techniques. We saw an example of this case in Example 3.9 when we considered
C(29, 20); the interval [2, 29] in P ∗ is shown in Figure 3.2. Our primary goal
in this subsection is to find a formula for µemb(a0, ab), which we will do in
Corollary 3.12 using the next two lemmas.
For an embedding η of u in w, define a subposet [η, w] of [u,w] by
[η, w] = {v ∈ P ∗ : there exists an expansion ζ of v with |ζ| = |w|
and η(j) ≤0 ζ(j) ≤0 w(j) for all j}.
(3.2)
For example, with P as in Figure 3.1, [20, 26] is a poset on {2, 21, 22, 26}. A
word of warning is in order here: it is generally not the case that µemb(η, w) is
the same as µ[η,w](η, w). This is because [u,w] contains maximal chains that
[η, w] does not, so SIs in [u,w] might not be SIs in [η, w]. Continuing with our
example, [2, 26] includes the maximal chain 26 −→ 6 −→ 2 but 6 6∈ [20, 26]. As
a result, {21} is an SI of the chain 26 −→ 21 −→ 2 in [2, 26] but not in [20, 26].
For a 6= 0, critical chains contributing to µ(a, ab) either contribute to
µemb(0a, ab) or to µemb(a0, ab), but not to both. Therefore, to obtain the in-
formation we want about µemb(a0, ab), we will first consider µemb(0a, ab). This
gives an example of a situation where µemb(η, w) and µ[η,w](η, w) are in fact
equal.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose a ≤0 b in P0. Then
µemb(0a, ab) = µ0(0, a)µ0(a, b) = µ[0a,ab](0a, ab).
Proof. If a = 0 then the result is clear, so assume a 6= 0. We start with the first
equality, and use discrete Morse theory. Let C be a critical chain from ab to 0a
in P ∗.
Let us first suppose that a <0 b. By Corollary 3.6, C must contain aa.
By Lemma 3.2, {aa} is a single-element MSI. Thus C consists of any critical
chain C1 of [aa, ab], followed by the MSI {aa}, followed by any critical chain C2
of [0a, aa]. The respective embeddings aa in ab, and 0a in aa, are rightmost.
Therefore, by Proposition 3.8, the MSIs, and hence the critical chains, of [aa, ab]
(respectively [0a, aa]) in P ∗ are in bijection with those in [a, b] (resp. [0, a]) in
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P0, and the number of J -intervals required to cover the critical chains will be
equal. It follows that
|J (C)| = |J (C1)|+ |J (C2)|+ 1.
As a result, summing over critical chains C1 and C2 of [aa, ab] and [0a, aa]
respectively, Theorem 2.1 gives
µemb(0a, ab) =
∑
C1,C2
(−1)d(C)
=
∑
C1,C2
(−1)|J (C1)|+|J (C2)|
=
(∑
C1
(−1)d(C1)
)(∑
C2
(−1)d(C2)
)
= µ0(a, b)µ0(0, a).
If a = b, then C will consist of just C2. By a similar argument to that in the
previous paragraph, we obtain
µemb(0a, ab) = µemb(0a, aa) = µ0(0, a) = µ0(0, a)µ0(a, a) = µ0(0, a)µ0(a, b).
While we could prove that µemb(0a, ab) = µ[0a,ab](0a, ab) using discrete
Morse theory, we will instead prove the second equality using more classical
techniques. In fact, we will prove the stronger result that for a ≤0 b, [0a, ab]
is isomorphic to the Cartesian product [0, a] × [a, b] of intervals of P0. Let
c, d, e ∈ P0. Consider the map f : [0a, ab]→ [0, a]× [a, b] defined by
f(cd) = (c, d) if neither c nor d is 0, while
f(d) = (0, d).
Clearly, f is injective. Let (c, d) ∈ [0, a] × [a, b]. If c, d are nonzero, then cd ∈
[0a, ab]. Combined with the fact that d ≥0 a >0 0, we get that f is surjective.
Observe that f is order-preserving on words of the same length. For words of
different length, suppose e ≤ cd in [0a, ab]. So e ≤0 c or e ≤0 d. In the former
case we have, using (3.2) with the embedding ζ = cd, that e ≤0 c ≤0 a ≤0 d.
So in either case e ≤0 d, yielding f(e) = (0, e) ≤ (c, d) = f(cd). Showing that
f−1 is order-preserving is similarly easy. The result now follows by the product
theorem for the Mo¨bius function [12, Proposition 3.8.2].
To compute our quantity of interest, µemb(a0, ab), we will need one more
lemma which is the following general result. Recall that an upper order ideal
or dual order ideal or filter of a poset Q is a subposet U such that if x, y ∈ Q
with x ≤ y, then x ∈ U implies y ∈ U . For any poset Q, let Q̂ denote Q with a
bottom element 0̂ and a top element 1̂ adjoined. In this case, we can abbreviate
µ
Q̂
(0̂, 1̂) as µ(Q̂).
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Lemma 3.11. Consider a finite poset Q of the form U ∪ V , where U and V
are upper order ideals of Q. Then
µ(Q̂) = µ(Û) + µ(V̂ )− µ(Û ∩ V ). (3.3)
Proof. We will use the expression for the Mo¨bius function as an alternating sum
of chain counts [12, Proposition 3.8.5]:
µ(Q̂) = −1 + c0 − c1 + c2 − c3 + · · · , (3.4)
where ci is the number of chains in Q of length i (i.e., containing i+1 elements).
Consider an arbitrary chain C in Q and let q denote the smallest element of C.
Obviously, q will be an element of exactly one of U \ V , V \ U or U ∩ V . If
q ∈ U \ V then, because U is an upper order ideal, C contributes to µ(Û) with
a sign determined by (3.4). An analogous statement holds if q ∈ V \ U . If
q ∈ U ∩ V , then C contributes to both µ(Û) and µ(V̂ ), and to µ(Û ∩ V ). Now
(3.3) follows.
Corollary 3.12. Suppose a ≤0 b in P0. Then
µemb(a0, ab) =
{
µ0(0, b) + 1 if a = b >0 0,
µ0(0, b) if a <0 b or a = b = 0.
Proof. If a = 0 then the result is clear, so assume a 6= 0. Let us apply
Lemma 3.11 with Q̂ = [a, ab], meaning that Q is the open interval (a, ab). Let
U be [0a, ab], as defined in (3.2), with the top and bottom elements removed.
Thus
µ(Û) = µ[0a,ab](0a, ab) = µemb(0a, ab)
by Lemma 3.10.
To use Lemma 3.11, we must show that U is an upper order ideal in Q. So
suppose x ∈ U and y ∈ Q with y > x. Note that 1 ≤ |x| ≤ |y| ≤ 2. To show
that y ∈ U , we must consider three cases depending on the cardinalities of x and
y. We will write out the case |x| = 1 and |y| = 2 as the others are similar and
simpler. So suppose x = c and y = de for some c, d, e ∈ P . Then the expansion
of c which satisfies (3.2) is ζ = 0c. It follows that a <0 c ≤0 b, where the strict
inequality comes from the fact that a 6∈ U . Since there is only one embedding
of de in ab, we must show that it satisfies (3.2) to conclude that de ∈ U . Since
de ∈ Q, we have de 6= ab with d ≤0 a and e ≤0 b, establishing half of the
needed inequalities. Furthermore, from what we have shown, d ≤0 a <0 c and
so c0 is not an embedding in de. But c < de and so the only other possibility
is that ζ = 0c is an embedding in de. Thus a <0 c ≤0 e, and of course 0 ≤0 d,
establishing the remaining two inequalities.
Let V be [a0, ab] with the top and bottom elements removed. By definition
of [a0, ab], any element of V must take the form ad where 0 <0 d <0 b, and it
is easy to see that V is an upper order ideal of Q. We see that U ∪ V = Q, and
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U ∩ V = [aa, ab] with the top element removed. If a = b then U ∩ V = ∅ and so
µ(Û ∩ V ) = −1. If a <0 b, then since U ∩ V has a single minimal element aa,
we get that µ(Û ∩ V ) = 0. Applying Lemma 3.11 we get
µ(a, ab) =
{
µemb(0a, ab) + µ[a0,ab](a0, ab) + 1 if a = b,
µemb(0a, ab) + µ[a0,ab](a0, ab) if a <0 b.
(3.5)
We know that critical chains contributing to µ(a, ab) either contribute to
µemb(0a, ab) or µemb(a0, ab), but not both, and so
µ(a, ab) = µemb(0a, ab) + µemb(a0, ab). (3.6)
Combining (3.5) and (3.6) yields
µemb(a0, ab) =
{
µ[a0,ab](a0, ab) + 1 if a = b,
µ[a0,ab](a0, ab) if a <0 b.
(3.7)
The map that sends each ad in [a0, ab] to d is an isomorphism from [a0, ab] to
the closed interval [0, b] of P0. Thus µ[a0,ab](a0, ab) = µ0(0, b). The result now
follows.
Example 3.13. Figure 3.2 shows the interval [2, 29] where P is as shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. We see that U = {6, 7, 9, 22, 26, 27}, V = {21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28}
and so U ∩ V = {22, 26, 27}.
Notice that for calculating µemb(20, 26), the only critical chain is C : 26 −→
21 −→ 2 whose MSI is created by the lexicographically earlier chain B : 26 −→
6 −→ 2. When we consider [20, 26], the element 6 is no longer present, but 22 is
now included. So C becomes the lexicographically first chain in the interval, but
the later chain, D : 26 −→ 22 −→ 2 is now under consideration, when it was not
before, and is critical. So even though the critical chain is different in the two
cases, there number of critical chains is the same, consistent with equation (3.7).
We should note that more complicated examples can be constructed where the
numbers of critical chains in the two cases are different, but the resulting Mo¨bius
values become equal after cancellation.
3.4. Putting it all together
We now have all the ingredients we need to proceed to the proof proper of
Theorem 1.1
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As we saw in (3.1), µ(u,w) =
∑
η µemb(η, w), where the
sum is over all embeddings η of u in w, so it suffices to show that
µemb(η, w) =
∏
1≤j≤|w|
{
µ0(η(j), w(j)) + 1 if η(j) = 0 and w(j − 1) = w(j),
µ0(η(j), w(j)) otherwise.
We will proceed by induction on |w| = ℓ with the result being trivially true
when ℓ = 1.
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As we deduced from Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.6, the critical chains C from
w to η must proceed by reducing w(j) to η(j) from right to left. Let k denote
the largest index such that w(k) 6= η(k). A key consequence of Lemma 3.7 and
Proposition 3.8 is that the MSIs along C as it reduces w(k) to η(k) depend on
w(k), w(k − 1) and η(k), but not on the rest of w and η. In particular, the
letters after position k have no affect on the MSI structure, so it suffices to take
k = ℓ. Thus a critical chain C from w to η must start by reducing w(ℓ) to η(ℓ),
arriving at an embedding ζ with corresponding word z. Next, C must reduce
w(j) to η(j) where j < ℓ is as large as possible with w(j) 6= η(j). We know that
{z} is then a 1-descent, and hence an MSI by Lemma 3.2. As in the proof of
Lemma 3.10, C consists of any critical chain C1 from w to ζ, followed by the
MSI {z}, followed by any critical chain C2 from the embedding ζ all the way to
η. Summing over such C1 and C2, Theorem 2.1 gives
µemb(η, w) =
∑
C1,C2
(−1)d(C)
=
∑
C1,C2
(−1)|J (C1)|+|J (C2)|
=
(∑
C1
(−1)d(C1)
)(∑
C2
(−1)d(C2)
)
= µemb(ζ, w)
∑
C2
(−1)d(C2).
The critical chains C2 only reduce letters of ζ in positions 1, 2, . . . , ℓ − 1.
Again by Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.8, the MSI structure will depend on
the word z′ = z(1) · · · z(ℓ − 1) and the embedding η′ = η(1) · · · η(ℓ − 1) but
not on z(ℓ) or η(ℓ). Thus the critical chains C2 and their J -intervals are in
bijection with those of the interval [u′, z′] that end at η′, where u′ is the word
corresponding to η′. Thus the sum over C2 above equals µemb(η
′, z′) which, by
induction on ℓ, satisfies
µemb(η
′, z′) =
∏
1≤j≤ℓ−1
{
µ0(η(j), w(j)) + 1 if η(j) = 0 and w(j − 1) = w(j),
µ0(η(j), w(j)) otherwise,
since z′(j) = w(j) for 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1. Since ζ(ℓ) = η(ℓ), it remains to show that
µemb(ζ, w) =
{
µ0(ζ(ℓ), w(ℓ)) + 1 if ζ(ℓ) = 0 and w(ℓ − 1) = w(ℓ),
µ0(ζ(ℓ), w(ℓ)) otherwise.
(3.8)
Since ζ and w differ only in one position, we are in the situation of Proposi-
tion 3.8. So suppose first that ζ is rightmost and consider an interval C(w′, ζ′)
on a maximal chain C from w to ζ. Then ζ′ is the rightmost embedding in w′
for the following reasons: if ζ′(ℓ) >0 0 then ζ
′ is the only embedding in w′; if
ζ′(ℓ) = 0 then ζ′ = ζ, and ζ′ is rightmost in w′ because it is in w and w′ ≤ w.
So we can apply Proposition 3.8 with w′ and ζ′ in place of w and η. By Con-
dition (a), we get that C(w′, ζ′) is an MSI if and only if C0(w
′(ℓ), ζ′(ℓ)) is an
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MSI. Therefore the MSIs on maximal chains C from w to ζ are in exact corre-
spondence with MSIs on maximal chains C0 from w(ℓ) to ζ(ℓ). Therefore, C is
a critical chain if and only if C0 is a critical chain, and they are both covered by
the same number of J -intervals. We conclude that µemb(ζ, w) = µ0(ζ(ℓ), w(ℓ))
when ζ is rightmost, consistent with (3.8).
Next suppose that ζ is not rightmost. By Lemma 3.7, we have ζ(ℓ) = 0 and
w(ℓ − 1) ≤0 w(ℓ). Suppose first that w(ℓ − 1) = w(ℓ). Consider an interval
C(w′, ζ′) on a maximal chain C from w to ζ. If ζ′(ℓ) >0 0, then ζ
′ is rightmost
in w′, and we are in the case of the previous paragraph. We get that C(w′, ζ′) is
an MSI if and only if C0(w
′(ℓ), ζ′(ℓ)) is an MSI. This same equivalence applies
if w′ < w in P ∗, since then w′(ℓ − 1) = w(ℓ − 1) = w(ℓ) >0 w′(ℓ) and so
ζ′ is rightmost in w′ by Lemma 3.7. So assume that ζ′ = ζ and w′ = w.
Referring to Condition (b′) of Proposition 3.8, we see that since w(ℓ − 1) =
w(ℓ), the condition that the open interval C0(w(ℓ), ζ(ℓ)) not contain an x ≥0
w(ℓ − 1) is automatically satisfied. Hence C(w, ζ) is an MSI if and only if one
of two mutually exclusive conditions is satisfied: C0(w(ℓ), ζ(ℓ)) is an MSI or
C0(w(ℓ), ζ(ℓ)) is lexicographically first. Putting this all together, we get that
C from w to ζ is a critical chain if and only if C0 is a critical chain or is
lexicographically first. In the former case, C and C0 are covered by the same
number of J -intervals, while in the latter case C(w, ζ) is a single MSI. This
yields
µemb(ζ, w) = µ0(ζ(ℓ), w(ℓ)) + 1 if ζ(ℓ) = 0 and w(ℓ − 1) = w(ℓ)
as in (3.8).
Finally, we suppose that ζ is not rightmost and that w(ℓ− 1) <0 w(ℓ). Con-
sider an interval C(w′, ζ′) of a maximal chain C from w to ζ. Again Lemma 3.7
and Proposition 3.8 tell us that whether C(w′, ζ′) is an MSI does not depend
on w(1), . . . , w(ℓ− 2) or ζ(1), . . . , ζ(ℓ− 2). Therefore, it suffices to consider the
case where w has just two letters, i.e., ℓ = 2. We see that we are in exactly the
situation of Corollary 3.12, and we conclude that µemb(ζ, w) = µ0(0, w(ℓ)), as
in (3.8).
Remark 3.14. In the proof above, we could have proved the case when ζ is
not rightmost and w(ℓ − 1) = w(ℓ) using the same technique used in the last
paragraph for w(ℓ − 1) <0 w(ℓ); Corollary 3.12 would give that µemb(ζ, w) =
µ0(0, w(ℓ)) + 1. We chose to rely instead on Proposition 3.8 in order to make
clear the connection between the lexicographically first chain and the +1 in
Theorem 1.1.
4. Applications
In this section we will show how the Mo¨bius function values for subword
order, composition order and other special cases of generalized subword order
mentioned in the Introduction all follow easily from Theorem 1.1. First, how-
ever, we would like to prove a result about the homotopy type of certain P ∗.
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If P is a finite poset and x ∈ P , then the rank of x, denoted rk(x), is the
length of a longest chain from a minimal element of P to x. In particular,
minimal elements have rank 0. The rank of P is
rk(P ) = max
x∈P
rk(x).
For example, P is an antichain if and only if rk(P ) = 0. For w ∈ P ∗, we will
write rk(w) to denote the rank of w in the interval [∅, w] of P ∗. Note that if P
is an antichain then rk(w) = |w| for w ∈ P ∗.
Now consider the order complex , ∆(x, y), of a finite interval [x, y] in a poset
P , which is the abstract simplicial complex consisting of all chains of (x, y).
If ∆(x, y) has a topological property, we will also say that [x, y] has the same
property. To prove Theorem 2.1, Babson and Hersh showed that ∆(x, y) is
homotopic to a CW-complex with a cell for each critical chain and an extra
cell of dimension 0. The simplex in a critical chain C giving rise to a critical
cell is obtained by taking one element from each of the J -intervals and so has
dimension d(C). This is all the information we need to prove the following
result.
Theorem 4.1. Let P be any finite poset with rk(P ) ≤ 1. Then any interval
[u,w] in P ∗ is homotopic to a wedge of |µ(u,w)| spheres all of dimension rk(w)−
rk(u)− 2.
Proof. We claim that every MSI in a maximal chain of [u,w] consists of one ele-
ment. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a chain C of the form (2.6)
containing an MSI I = {vi, vi+1, . . . , vk} for some i and k > i. By Lemma 3.4,
I cannot contain an ascent. And by Lemma 3.2, I cannot contain a 1-descent
since otherwise it would contain a smaller SI. So there must be some index j so
that only elements in position j are decreased in passing from vi−1 to vk+1. But
then these elements form a chain of length at least 3 in P0. This contradicts
the fact that the longest chain in P has length at most 1.
Note that all the maximal chains in [u,w] have length rk(w) − rk(u). And
since any critical chain C is covered by 1-element MSIs, the number of intervals
in J (C) is always rk(w)−rk(u)−1. This also implies that there is no cancellation
in the sum of Theorem 2.1. So µ(u,w) is, up to sign, the number of critical
chains. It follows that the CW-complex discussed above must be constructed
from a 0-cell together with |µ(u,w)| cells of dimension rk(w)−rk(u)−2. The only
way to construct such a complex is as given in the statement of the theorem.
We note that Babson and Hersh [1] show that if every MSI of an interval
[x, y] in a poset is a singleton, then [x, y] is shellable and hence a wedge of
spheres. (They assume that the interval is pure, but their proof goes through
for non-pure posets.) So our proof above actually shows that [u,w] is shellable
whenever rk(P ) ≤ 1.
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4.1. Bjo¨rner’s formula for subword order
Subword order on the alphabet A = {1, 2, . . . , s} corresponds to the case
when P is an antichain with elements A. Let us determine what Theorem 1.1
yields in this case. For u,w ∈ A∗, suppose η is an embedding of u in w. For each
j with 1 ≤ j ≤ |w|, there are two cases. The first is that η(j) = w(j) 6= 0, in
which case µ0(η(j), w(j)) = 1. The more interesting situation is when η(j) = 0,
in which case µ0(η(j), w(j)) = −1. So, if w(j − 1) = w(j), then η contributes
0 to the sum in Theorem 1.1. Thus we can restrict to normal embeddings,
meaning that η(j) 6= 0 whenever w(j − 1) = w(j). For example, if w = 1122121
and u = 121, then there are exactly two normal embeddings of u in w, namely
0102100 and 0102001. Let us denote the number of normal embeddings of u in
w by
(
w
u
)
n
. Putting these observations together, we get Bjo¨rner’s result from
Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 4.2 ([3]). If u,w ∈ A∗, then
µ(u,w) = (−1)|w|−|u|
(
w
u
)
n
.
In the same paper, Bjo¨rner also derived the homotopy type of [u,w], and
this result follows immediately from Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.3 ([3]). If u,w ∈ A∗, then [u,w] is homotopic to a wedge of
(
w
u
)
n
spheres, all of dimension |w| − |u| − 2.
4.2. Generalized subword order for rooted forests
We now consider the generalization of Bjo¨rner’s result to rooted forests given
by Sagan and Vatter [10]. Clearly, P is a rooted forest if and only if every
element x ∈ P0 − {0} covers exactly one element, denoted x−, of P0. We will
show how Theorem 1.1 gives the formula for µ as stated in [10]; their statement
for the Mo¨bius function of composition order is almost identical and follows
immediately.
For P a rooted forest and u,w ∈ P ∗, let η be an embedding of u in w. Note
that for x, y ∈ P0,
µ0(x, y) =

+1 if y = x,
−1 if y −→0 x,
0 otherwise.
Therefore, if η(j) 6= 0, for η to contribute a nonzero amount to the sum in
Theorem 1.1, there are two possibilities:
◦ w(j) = η(j), which will contribute a 1 to the product, or
◦ w(j) −→0 η(j), which will contribute a −1.
If η(j) = 0, there are also two possibilities that will allow η to have a nonzero
contribution:
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◦ w(j) is a minimal element of P and w(j−1) 6= w(j), which will contribute
a −1 to the product, or
◦ w(j) is not minimal and w(j − 1) = w(j), which will contribute a 1.
These four conditions on w and η can be seen to be equivalent to those on the
generalized version of normal embedding in [10], defined there as an embedding
η of u in w satisfying the following two conditions.
1. For 1 ≤ j ≤ |w| we have η(j) = w(j), w(j)− or 0.
2. For all x ∈ P and every run [r, t] of x’s in w, we have
(a) η(j) 6= 0 for all j with r < j ≤ t if x is minimal in P ,
(b) η(r) 6= 0 otherwise.
The defect def(η) of a normal embedding η of u in w is defined in [10] as
def(η) = #{i : η(i) = w(i)−}.
Referring to Theorem 1.1, we see that the defect is exactly the number of j’s,
1 ≤ j ≤ |w|, that will contribute −1 to a nonzero product, while all other j’s in
a normal embedding will contribute +1. Putting this all together, we get [10,
Theorem 6.1].
Theorem 4.4 ([10]). Let P be a rooted forest. Then the Mo¨bius function of P ∗
is given by
µ(u,w) =
∑
η
(−1)def(η),
where the sum is over all normal embeddings η of u in w.
Restricting to the composition poset, which arises when P = P, everything
stays the same, except that we can write w(j)− 1 in place of w(j)− and we can
change the language in the second condition on a normal embedding to read:
2. For all k ≥ 1 and every run [r, t] of k’s in w, we have
(a) η(j) 6= 0 for all j with r < j ≤ t if k = 1,
(b) η(r) 6= 0 if k ≥ 2.
4.3. Connection with Chebyshev polynomials
As promised, a connection between generalized subword order and Cheby-
shev polynomials follows easily from Theorem 1.1. Consider the poset Λ from
Figure 1.1 and the intervals [1i, 3j] in Λ∗. To describe the corresponding Mo¨bius
function values, consider the Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) of the first kind,
which can be defined recursively by T0(x) = 1, T1(x) = x, and
Tn(x) = 2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x) (4.1)
for n > 1. An equivalent definition which is more suitable for our purposes is
obtained by replacing (4.1) by
Tn(x) =
n
2
⌊n
2
⌋∑
k=0
(−1)k
n− k
(
n− k
k
)
(2x)n−2k (4.2)
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for n > 1. One consequence of either definition is that the coefficient of xm in
Tn(x), which we will denote by 〈xm〉Tn, is nonzero only if m and n have the
same parity. The following result, which was conjectured in [10] and first proved
in [15], concerns such coefficients.
Theorem 4.5 ([15]). Considering intervals in Λ∗, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j,
µ(1i, 3j) = 〈xj−i〉Ti+j(x).
Proof. First, we check the result for i + j = 0. We must have i = j = 0 and
[1i, 3j] is a single element poset, consistent with T0(x) = 1.
Otherwise, j ≥ 1 and there are
(
j
i
)
embeddings η of 1i in 3j, of which
(
j−1
i
)
satisfy η(1) = 0 while
(
j−1
i−1
)
satisfy η(1) = 1 (where binomial coefficients of the
form
(
n
k
)
with k < 0 are considered 0 as usual). By Theorem 1.1, the former
type of embeddings each contribute (−1)i2j−i−1 to the Mo¨bius function, while
the latter type each contribute (−1)i2j−i. Thus
µ(1i, 3j) = (−1)i2j−i−1
((
j − 1
i
)
+ 2
(
j − 1
i− 1
))
= (−1)i2j−i−1
((
j − 1
i− 1
)
+
(
j
i
))
= (−1)i2j−i−1
i+ j
j
(
j
i
)
.
This last expression is now readily checked to be the coefficient of xj−i when
n = i+ j in (4.2).
Although Tomie did not derive the homotopy type for these intervals in Λ∗,
we obtain the information easily from Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.6. For all 0 ≤ i ≤ j, the interval [1i, 3j] in Λ∗ is homotopic to a
wedge of |〈xj−i〉Ti+j(x)| spheres, all of dimension 2j − i− 2.
4.4. Tomie’s generalized Chebyshev polynomials
The main result of [15] is more general than Theorem 4.5. For s ≥ 1,
Tomie considers the poset, which we denote by Λs, that consists of an s-element
antichain {1, 2, . . . , s} with a top element s+ 1 added. Letting s = 2 gives the
poset Λ. Along the same lines, Tomie recursively defines generalized Chebyshev
polynomials T sn(x), and gives a closed-form expression for the coefficients of
T sn(x) which, after a change of variables, can be written as
T sn(x) =
⌊n
2
⌋∑
k=0
(−1)ksn−2k−1
((
n− k
k
)
s−
(
n− k − 1
k
))
xn−2k. (4.3)
for n ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1.
The main result of [15] again follows as a special case of Theorem 1.1, as we
now show.
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Theorem 4.7 ([15]). Considering intervals in (Λs)
∗, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j and
s ≥ 1,
µ(1i, (s+ 1)j) = 〈xj−i〉T si+j(x).
Proof. From (4.3), we get that
T si+j(x) =
⌊ i+j
2
⌋∑
k=0
(−1)ksi+j−2k−1
((
i+ j − k
k
)
s−
(
i+ j − k − 1
k
))
xi+j−2k .
Considering the term in the sum where k = i, we get that the coefficient of xj−i
in T si+j(x) is
(−1)isj−i−1
((
j
i
)
s−
(
j − 1
i
))
,
which equals
(−1)isj−i−1
((
j − 1
i− 1
)
s+
(
j − 1
i
)
(s− 1)
)
(4.4)
whenever j ≥ 1.
Now consider µ(1i, (s+1)j) as determined by Theorem 1.1. When i+ j = 0,
we must have i = j = 0 and [1i, (s + 1)j ] is a single element poset, consistent
with T s0 (x) = 1 from (4.3). Otherwise, j ≥ 1 and there are
(
j
i
)
embeddings η of
1i in (s+ 1)j, of which
(
j−1
i
)
satisfy η(1) = 0 while
(
j−1
i−1
)
satisfy η(1) = 1. By
Theorem 1.1, the former type of embeddings each contribute (−1)i(s−1)sj−i−1
to the Mo¨bius function, while the latter type each contribute (−1)isj−i. Thus
µ(1i, (s+ 1)j) equals the expression (4.4), as required.
Using Theorem 4.1 one last time, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.8. For all 0 ≤ i ≤ j, the interval [1i, (s+1)j] in (Λs)∗ is homotopic
to a wedge of |〈xj−i〉T si+j(x)| spheres, all of dimension 2j − i− 2.
5. Closing Remarks
There has also been interest in generalized factor order on P ∗ which is
defined like generalized subword order except that one requires the indices
i1, i2, . . . , ik to be consecutive in (1.1). Bjo¨rner [4] found a recursive formula
for the Mo¨bius function in the case of ordinary factor order, which corresponds
to P being an antichain. In particular, he showed that the only possible Mo¨bius
values are 0,±1 and that the order complex of every interval is homotopic to
either a ball or a sphere. In his thesis, see [17], Willenbring reproved Bjo¨rner’s
results in an elucidating way using critical chains and found a more general
formula for rooted forests. The latter is quite complicated. It would be very
interesting if one could find a simpler formula more along the lines of Theo-
rem 1.1.
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The analogue of generalized factor order for S is called the consecutive pat-
tern poset. Somewhat surprisingly (given the fact that Wilf’s question for ordi-
nary patterns has not been fully answered), Bernini, Ferrari, and Steingr´ımsson
[2] gave a complete description of the Mo¨bius function in the consecutive case.
Even more surprisingly, Sagan and Willenbring [11] were able to give a proof of
this result using critical chains which closely parallels the one Willenbring gave
for factor order of an antichain. This led them to define a sequence of partial
orders on P∗, denoted Pk for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞, where P0 is ordinary factor
order, P∞ contains consecutive pattern order as a convex subposet, and every
Pk has essentially that same Mo¨bius function. So this sequence of interpolating
posets gives an explanation of the coincidence noted above.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Volker Strehl and the anonymous refer-
ees for helpful comments. Calculations were performed using John Stembridge’s
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